Exploring local solvation environments of a heme protein using the spectroscopic reporter 4-cyano-L-phenylalanine†
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The vibrational reporter unnatural amino acid (UAA) 4-cyano-L-phenylalanine (pCNF) was genetically incorporated individually at three sites (5, 36, and 78) in the heme protein Caldanaerobacter subterraneus H-NOX to probe local hydration environments. The UAA pCNF was incorporated site-specifically using an engineered, orthogonal tRNA synthetase in E. coli. The ability of all of the pCNF-containing H-NOX proteins to form the ferrous CO, NO, or O₂ ligated and unligated states was confirmed with UV-Vis spectroscopy. The solvation state at each site of the three sites of pCNF incorporation was assessed using temperature-dependent infrared spectroscopy. Specifically, the frequency–temperature line slope (FTLS) method was utilized to show that the nitrile group at site 36 was fully solvated and the nitrile group at site 78 was desolvated (buried) in the heme pocket. The nitrile group at site 5 was found to be partially solvated suggesting that the nitrile group was involved in moderate strength hydrogen bonds. These results were confirmed by the determination of the X-ray crystal structure of the H-NOX protein construct containing pCNF at site 5.

Introduction

Site-specifically incorporated vibrational reporter unnatural amino acids (UAAs) provide an effective approach to examine local environments in peptides and proteins in solution.1–29 The vibrational reporter UAA 4-cyano-L-phenylalanine (pCNF, Fig. 1) has been genetically incorporated in numerous systems, such as myoglobin,2 N-terminal domain of the L9 protein (NTL9),6 cytochrome c29 villin headpiece subdomain (HP35),30 superfolder green fluorescent protein (sfGFP),16,27 and N-terminal Src homology 3 domain of the murine adaptor protein Crk-II (nSH3)31 to probe local solvation environments of the nitrile group. This UAA is an effective probe of local solvation environments due, in part, to the sensitivity of the nitrile symmetric stretch frequency to local environment—especially hydrogen bonding interactions, the location of this vibration in a region devoid of vibrations from naturally occurring proteins, and the relatively strong excitation coefficient of this vibrational mode. This UAA can also be efficiently incorporated site-specifically into proteins utilizing the amber codon suppression methodology. The incorporation of the nitrile group into proteins results in minimal structural perturbations due to the small size and intermediate polarity of the nitrile group. For example, studies of pCNF genetically incorporated in either the sfGFP or the NTL9 protein illustrate that pCNF induces minimal structural perturbations of the local protein environment.6,27 Additionally, we recently used X-ray crystallography and solution

Fig. 1 X-ray crystal structure of O₂ bound Cs H-NOX (PDB ID 1U55). The distal pocket tyrosine stabilizing O₂ binding (Y140) and the proximal histidine ligating the iron in the heme (H102) are shown in sticks. The three residues highlighted in green indicate the sites of pCNF incorporation in this study. The structure of pCNF is shown on the right.
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infrared (IR) spectroscopy in concert to show that genetically incorporated pCNF reported on the local solvation environment at two sites in the model system sGFP, supporting the use of pCNF as an effective vibrational reporter UAA.37

In this study, we examine the solvation environment in multiple sites, including the heme pocket of the biologically relevant heme nitric oxide and/or oxygen (H-NOX) protein from the thermophilic anaerobe Caldanaerobacter subterraneus (Cs H-NOX, formerly Thermoanaerobacter tengcongensis).32 The H-NOX proteins are an important class of gas binding heme proteins that include the mammalian nitric oxide-sensing protein soluble guanylate cyclase (sGC).33,34 Studies of H-NOX proteins illustrate that these proteins fall into two classes: the O2-binding H-NOXes and the non-O2-binding H-NOXes.35,36 Cs H-NOX is a member of the former class. Like other O2-binding H-NOX homologs, Cs H-NOX has a distal pocket tyrosine residue that acts as a hydrogen bond donor to stabilize O2 binding to the heme (Fig. 1, Y140).37 While O2 is thought to be the biologically relevant ligand for Cs H-NOX, some studies have illustrated that the ferrous form of this protein also binds NO and CO gases, and the ferric heme binds water.34,37,38 The examination of local environments in Cs H-NOX for the ferrous CO, NO, O2 ligated and unligated states will be the focus of the current study.

Despite the studies that show that O2, CO, NO, and water can all access the heme pocket, X-ray crystal structures of wild-type (WT) Cs H-NOX indicate that the heme is considerably obscured at the center of the protein.37,38 There is no obvious tunnel from the solvent to the heme pocket present in any of the structures of Cs H-NOX and it is proposed that the gases are able to access the heme during conformational fluctuations of the protein.38,39 This study aims to understand the solvent accessibility of the H-NOX heme pocket compared to the surface of the protein in solution using the genetically incorporated pCNF as a reporter of local solvation environment. Here, we incorporated pCNF at three unique sites in a heme protein: one surface site (V36) and two sites near the heme (I5 and F78) (Fig. 1), to study the solvation environments at these locations under various gas ligation states. Temperature-dependent IR spectroscopy coupled with the frequency–temperature line slope (FTLS) method was effectively used to assess the relative solvation state of these three sites. The X-ray crystal structure of ferric hydroxy Cs H-NOX with pCNF incorporated at site 5 (I5pCNF) confirms that pCNF incorporation at this site does not perturb the protein structure. The structure also draws important connections with the FTIR results.

Experimental

Mutagenesis to create Cs H-NOX amber (TAG) mutants

C-terminal histidine (His6)-tagged WT Cs H-NOX in the pBAD expression vector was obtained from Michael Marletta, UC Berkeley. Site-directed mutagenesis was used to insert the amber TAG codon at the following sites – I5, V36, and F78 – in the Cs H-NOX construct using QuickChange®.

Cs H-NOX expression

Cs H-NOX in pBAD vector and pDULE:pCNF vector containing the aminoaacetyl-tRNA synthetase for the incorporation of pCNF (obtained from Ryan Mehl, Oregon State University)46 were dual-transformed into chemically competent DH10B E. coli cells (Invitrogen). Cs H-NOX expressions were performed using the dual-transformed cells in 2 L baffled flasks containing 1 L of sterile media [45 g yeast extract, 10 mM glycerol, 900 mL 18 MΩ cm water and 100 mL of phosphate buffer (170 mM KH2PO4, 720 mM K2HPO4, pH 7.8)] with ampicillin and tetra-cycline (tetracycline excluded in WT Cs H-NOX expression) added to each expression culture. Expression cultures were inoculated with 10 mL of starter culture and grown up at 37 °C and 250 rpm. Once the OD600 reached 0.7–0.8 the incubation temperature was dropped to 18 °C and the cultures were induced with 2.5 mL of 20% arabinose. Then, pCNF (PepTech) and 5-aminolevulinic acid (ALA; RPI Corp) were added to a final concentration of 1 mM each one hour after induction (pCNF was not added to WT expression culture). Cultures grew at 18 °C and 250 rpm overnight and were spun down at 4000 rpm for 20 minutes. The cell pellets were collected, flash frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at −80 °C.

Cs H-NOX purification

Cell pellets were thawed on ice, resuspended in 30 mL resuspension buffer (50 mM Tris, 300 mM NaCl, pH 7.8). Lysozyme (0.25 mg mL−1, Sigma-Aldrich), phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (0.5 mM, RPI), and DNase (3.75 mM, Roche Diagnostics) were added to final concentrations indicated. The resuspended cells were sonicated for 2 minutes. Then the samples were heat-shocked at 70 °C for 30 minutes and spun down at 20 000 rpm for 45 minutes. The supernatant containing the protein was collected for further purification.

HisPur Ni-NTA resin (Thermo Scientific) (column volume of 2 mL for 1 L expression culture) was equilibrated with 20 column volumes of resuspension buffer. The supernatant was added to the equilibrated resin and batch-bound for approximately 30–40 minutes while mutating at 4 °C. After batch-binding, the flow-through was collected and 20 column volumes of resuspension buffer was added to the column. A second wash was completed with 10 column volumes of wash buffer (50 mM Tris, 300 mM NaCl, 30 mM imidazole, pH 7.8). Cs H-NOX was eluted with 5 column volumes of elution buffer (50 mM, Tris, 300 mM NaCl, 200 mM imidazole, pH 7.8). The protein was concentrated using a 5000 kDa membrane spin concentrator (Vivaspin, GE Healthcare) to between 4 and 17 mg mL−1 and buffer exchanged into the H-NOX storage buffer (50 mM TEA, 150 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol, pH 8.0) using a PD10 desalting column. Purified protein samples were flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80 °C. ESI-Q-TOF and SDS-PAGE of WT and pCNF-incorporated Cs H-NOX confirmed the expression and purity of the protein (Fig. 2). The incorporation of pCNF individually at site 5, 36, and 78 yielded protein constructs I5pCNF (Cs H-NOX-5-pCNF), V36pCNF (Cs H-NOX-36-pCNF), and F78pCNF (Cs H-NOX-78-pCNF), respectively.
Preparation of mass spectrometry samples

Thawed protein samples were desalted into 20 mM ammonium acetate using PD10 gel filtration columns. The samples were then flash frozen and lyophilized. Lyophilized protein samples were sent to University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign Mass Spectrometry Facility for ESI-Q-TOF mass analysis. Samples were resuspended in 1 : 1 H2O : CH3OH with 0.2% formic acid prior to analysis.

Oxidation and reduction to form ferrous unligated Cs H-NOX constructs

Purified protein samples were thawed on ice and cycled into an anaerobic glovebag (Coy). The protein solutions were diluted with anaerobic, glycerol free H-NOX storage buffer (50 mM TEA, 150 mM NaCl, pH 8.0) to a final concentration of approximately 1-5 mg mL⁻¹. A 500 mM potassium ferricyanide (Sigma-Aldrich) solution was added to a final concentration of 10 mM to oxidize the protein to the ferric hydroxy state. After 20 minutes, potassium ferricyanide was removed using a PD10 desalting column equilibrated with anaerobic, glycerol free H-NOX storage buffer. The column was re-equilibrated and the protein was desalted a second time. UV-Vis absorbance in the glovebag (Thermo Scientific NanoDrop 2000c) confirmed oxidation and complete removal of potassium ferricyanide. A 500 mM sodium dithionite (Sigma-Aldrich) solution was added to a final concentration of 5 mM to reduce the protein to the ferrous unligated state. After 15 minutes, sodium dithionite was removed in the same manner as the potassium ferricyanide. UV-Vis absorbance confirmed reduction.

Preparation of CO, NO, and O2 bound Cs H-NOX constructs

Glycerol free H-NOX storage buffer was bubbled with CO or O2 gas (Praxair) for 20 minutes and cycled into the anaerobic glovebag. To generate the CO and O2 bound forms of the protein, ferrous unligated Cs H-NOX protein was diluted approximately 20-fold in either CO or O2 equilibrated buffer, respectively. The protein was concentrated using a 5000 kDa membrane spin concentrator and then re-diluted with the CO or O2 equilibrated buffer, respectively. The NO bound form was generated similarly except the protein was dissolved in a buffer containing DEANONOate (Cayman Chemical) to produce NO in situ. UV-Vis spectroscopy confirmed the CO, NO, or O2 bound forms of the protein.

Infrared spectroscopy of Cs H-NOX pCNF constructs

Equilibrium FTIR absorbance spectra were recorded on a Bruker Vertex 70 FTIR spectrometer equipped with a globar source, KBr beamsplitter, and a liquid-nitrogen-cooled mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) detector. The spectra were the result of (multiple) 512 scans recorded at 1.0 cm⁻¹ resolution using a temperature-controlled transmission cell consisting of calcium fluoride windows with a path length of approximately 50 μm. The temperature was measured using an embedded thermocouple in the transmission cell. Protein samples had a concentration of 0.5-1.5 mM in storage buffer. The intensity normalized and baseline corrected absorbance spectra were fit to a line shape function that consisted of a linear combination of a Gaussian and Lorentzian function² to ascertain the central frequency of the corresponding IR absorbance band in Igor Pro (Wavemetrics).

Ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy of Cs H-NOX constructs

UV-Vis spectra (Fig. 3 and S3†) were recorded with an Agilent Technologies Cary 100 UV-Vis spectrophotometer using sealed quartz cuvettes (Schott) scanning from 250 to 750 nm with a resolution of 0.5 nm and normalized based upon the absorbance of the Soret band in Igor Pro.

Purification of untagged Cs H-NOX I5pCNF for crystallization

Following amber TAG codon insertion as described above, a TEV protease cleavage site, ENLYFQG, was inserted at the C-terminus before the His6-tag of the Cs H-NOX I5pCNF construct using Q5® site-directed mutagenesis. Cs H-NOX I5pCNF with a TEV protease cleavage site was expressed and purified as described above. Purified protein was buffer exchanged into a standard TEV reaction buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, 0.5 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, pH 8.0)² using a PD10 desalting column. A catalytic amount of the TEV protease (obtained from Yan Kung, Bryn Mawr College) was added to the purified protein and the reaction incubated overnight at 30 °C and 25 rpm. A 7 mL column volume of HisPur Ni-NTA resin (Thermo Scientific) was equilibrated with 20 column volumes of resuspension...
buffer (50 mM Tris, 300 mM NaCl, pH 7.8). The equilibrated resin was added to the protein, diluted with about 30 mL of resuspension buffer, and batch-bound for approximately 30 minutes while nutating at room temperature. After batch-binding, the non-His<sub>6</sub>-tagged Cs H-NOX I5pCNF was collected in the flow-through.

### Cs H-NOX I5pCNF protein crystallography

As-purified untagged Cs H-NOX I5pCNF protein was buffer exchanged into 20 mM TEA (pH 7.5) using a PD10 desalting column and concentrated to 25 mg mL<sup>-1</sup> using a 5000 kDa membrane spin concentrator at 4000 rpm. The protein was crystallized via sitting drop vapor diffusion by mixing 1 µL of protein with 1 µL of precipitant solution (Hampton Index Condition 80 : 0.2 M ammonium acetate, 0.1 M HEPES, pH 7.5, 25% PEG 3350) and equilibrating the drop against 99 µL of precipitant solution. Red crystals formed within 4 days, were exchanged into 20 mM TEA (pH 7.5) using a PD10 desalting column and concentrated to 25 mg mL<sup>-1</sup> and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen for storage.

X-ray diffraction data were collected at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) on NE-CAT 24-ID-E beamline (λ = 0.979180 Å). Crystals diffracted to 1.85 Å and data were processed in HKL2000 (ref. 43) in space group P<sub>2</sub><sub>1</sub>. The protein crystallized with two protein monomers in the asymmetric unit. The protein component (heme and water molecules removed) of the WT structure (PDB ID 1U55) with 15 mutated to an alanine was used for molecular replacement in PHASER. The resulting structure was refined in Phenix against 1.85 Å data with alternate cycles of positional and atomic displacement parameter refinement with manual refitting in Coot. Following a round of refinement with alanine modeled at site 5, pCNF was modeled into the difference density at this site (Fig. S1†). The final model contains 2 chains with 185 residues in chain A and 187 residues in chain B. Two heme molecules and 197 water molecules were also modeled to produce the final refinement parameters of R<sub>w</sub> = 19.8% and R<sub>f</sub> = 25.8%.

### Results and discussion

#### Successful incorporation of pCNF in H-NOX

H-NOX proteins with pCNF site-specifically incorporated were expressed using the amber stop codon expression technology with an engineered, orthogonal aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase. The His<sub>6</sub>-tagged proteins were purified using affinity chromatography, assessed for purity by SDS-PAGE, and verified by ESI-Q-TOF mass spectrometry. Fig. 2 shows the SDS-PAGE illustrating the successful incorporation of pCNF individually in three sites of the protein (site 5, 36, or 78) when compared to the band position of the wild type (WT) protein and the molecular weight markers. Fig. 2 also shows the expected molecular weight differences resulting from pCNF incorporation compared to WT and measured mass differences from ESI-Q-TOF mass spectrometry. For example, the mass of isoleucine is 131 Da and the mass of pCNF is 190 Da, therefore the expected mass difference between WT and I5pCNF H-NOX proteins is 59 Da. Following mass spectral analysis of WT H-NOX and I5pCNF H-NOX individually, we calculated the an observed mass difference of 60 Da (Fig. 2B). The molecular weight differences for all of the pCNF-containing samples compared to WT were within experimental error (±2 Daltons) of their expected mass difference, confirming the site-specific incorporation of pCNF in each of our samples.

#### Verification of heme incorporation in pCNF H-NOX constructs

The pCNF incorporated H-NOX proteins mark the first literature report of this heme protein with UAAs; thus, proteins were characterized by UV-Vis spectroscopy to assess heme incorporation and ligation state. Fig. 3 shows the electronic absorption spectra from 250–650 nm for ferrous carbon monoxide (CO) bound protein constructs of WT, I5pCNF, V36pCNF, and F78pCNF. The oxidation and subsequent reduction of the iron in the heme cofactor followed by exposure to CO gas to form this ligation state is detailed in the Experimental section. Each of the spectra contained a Soret band (≈424 nm) indicative of successful heme incorporation. Specifically, the position of the Soret band for WT, I5pCNF, V36pCNF, and F78pCNF was 424.0, 424.5, 424.4 and 424.5 nm, respectively. These positions are indicative of the ferrous CO bound form of the heme in each of these constructs based upon previous studies of Cs H-NOX with naturally occurring amino acids at various sites 5 and 78 that showed successful heme incorporation.55–48 The unligated, NO bound, and O<sub>2</sub> bound forms of the protein were also successfully obtained for each pCNF construct (see Table 1, Fig. S2,† and discussion below).

The Soret band absorbance of the pCNF incorporated CO bound H-NOX proteins in Fig. 3 was greater than the protein absorbance at 280 nm in each case, consistent with near stoichiometric heme incorporation as described previously for H-NOX proteins.49 Earlier H-NOX studies illustrated that mutagenesis with naturally occurring amino acids at sites 5 and 78

---

Fig. 3 UV-Vis spectra (250–650 nm) of CO bound WT, I5pCNF, V36pCNF, and F78pCNF H-NOX constructs recorded in an aqueous pH 8.0 buffer solution consisting of 50 mM TEA and 150 mM NaCl at 25 °C. Spectra were intensity normalized to the Soret band maximum.
did not lead to any significant structural perturbations as assessed by X-ray crystallography, suggesting that the mutations used herein are not significantly disruptive to the protein structure, which is an important result given the location of these residues in the protein interior.47-49 The X-ray crystal structure of the 15pCNF H-NOX construct obtained here is consistent with these earlier results and is discussed in detail below.

**Probing local solvation states in H-NOX with pCNF**

The frequency of the nitrile symmetric stretch of pCNF has been shown previously to be dependent upon local environment.1,16,27 Specifically, solution studies of the free UAA in water or DMSO have mimicked a solvated or buried site in a protein, respectively.27 These studies illustrate a red shift of the CN stretching frequency in pCNF from 2236.7 cm⁻¹ in water to 2225.8 cm⁻¹ in DMSO.27 These probes have also been used in a few proteins to report on the local solvation environment; for instance, at two sites in sfGFP,16,27 two sites in cytochrome C,29 HP35,13,50 nSH3,31 and two sites in NTL9 protein.4 Here, the solvation environments of three sites (sites 5, 36, 78) in H-NOX were studied using pCNF. X-ray crystal structure analysis of WT Cs H-NOX suggests that the nitrile group of pCNF would be in the protein interior near the heme pocket at sites 5 and 78, while site 36 would place pCNF on the surface.17,18 Fig. 4 shows the room-temperature FTIR spectra of each of these constructs. Each spectra shows a single, symmetric absorbance band in the region 2180–2280 cm⁻¹ resulting from the nitrile symmetric stretch of pCNF incorporated into the protein. The position of the nitrile IR absorbance bands for I5pCNF, V36pCNF, and F78pCNF are at 2230.0, 2233.6, and 2230.7 cm⁻¹ for the ferrous CO bound form of the proteins, respectively. The nitrile symmetric stretching frequency of V36pCNF is indicative of a solvated position in the protein given the similarity of this frequency to that of the free UAA in water and to observed frequencies at solvent accessible positions in other proteins.1,16,27 The assignment of the nitrile stretching frequency was verified based upon the similarity of the expected and experimentally observed isotopic shift between pCNF and ¹³C labeled pCNF (p¹³CNF) separately incorporated into the protein (see Fig. S3†). The nitrile stretching frequencies of I5pCNF and F78pCNF suggest that the nitrile group is in a relatively buried position in the protein, given the red shifted frequency from the V36pCNF frequency and a frequency closer to the frequency of pCNF in DMSO. Overall, these results suggest that the heme pocket around sites 5 and 78 represent a relatively buried region of the protein, consistent with the X-ray crystal structure of I5pCNF determined here (see below, Fig. 6).37

The local solvation state of pCNF incorporated in H-NOX at the three sites was further assessed using the frequency-temperature line slope (FTLS) method (Fig. 5 and S4†).23,50,51 This method compares the temperature dependent shift of the nitrile stretching frequency of pCNF incorporated in the protein with either free pCNF or p-tolunitrile dissolved in a range of solvents selected to mimic potential local solvation states present in proteins. The selective use of p-tolunitrile is due to solubility limits of pCNF. This method allows the relative strength of hydrogen-bonding between the solvent (or neighboring amino acid side-chain) and the nitrile group of the incorporated pCNF to be assessed without solely relying on the frequency of the nitrile stretch of pCNF measured at 25 °C. This analysis is needed given the sensitivity of the nitrile stretch of pCNF to the geometric orientation of the hydrogen bonds between the UAA and water molecules.32,53

Fig. 5 shows the temperature dependent shift of the nitrile stretching frequency of pCNF incorporated at site 5 (solid squares), 36 (open triangles), or 78 (open circles) from 15–65 °C. The frequency shifts are relative to the frequency measured at 15 °C. The data are fit to a straight line to compare the FTLS to previous data on model compounds in various solvents. The slope of V36pCNF is the largest and is in agreement to the FTLS of free pCNF dissolved in aqueous buffer.23,50 This agreement reinforces that pCNF at site 36 is solvent exposed. The nitrile stretch frequency of F78pCNF is essentially not temperature-dependent, similar to the FTLS of p-tolunitrile dissolved in THF.23,50 This result also suggest that pCNF at site 78 is buried. Lastly the magnitude of the FTLS for I5pCNF is intermediate between the FTLS of F78pCNF and V36pCNF. This slope is similar to the FTLS of pCNF dissolved in formamide,32,58 indicative of a moderate hydrogen-bonding environment. This results suggest that pCNF at site 5 is involved in hydrogen-bond interactions with either water molecules, amino acid side chains, or the peptide backbone. The I5pCNF crystal structure determined here (see below) does not show amino acid side chains or backbone amine groups in hydrogen-bonding distance to the CN group of pCNF at this site (see Fig. S5†). Therefore pCNF at site 5 is likely involved in moderate hydrogen-bonding with water molecules although the crystal structure does not show structural water molecules in close proximity of the CN group. Thus the hydrogen-bonding of the CN group is likely with bulk water molecules. The nitrile stretching frequency of pCNF at site 5 recorded at 25 °C (Fig. 4) suggested that the CN group was buried however the FTLS analysis importantly shows that the CN group is in a moderate hydrogen bonding environment. This partially solvated nature of pCNF at site 5 is in agreement with the solvent accessible surface areas (SASA) analysis of the I5pCNF crystal structure determined here (see below). Thus the local solvation

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>CO</th>
<th>NO</th>
<th>O₂</th>
<th>Unligated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WT</td>
<td>424.0</td>
<td>419.5</td>
<td>416.5</td>
<td>431.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I5pCNF</td>
<td>424.5</td>
<td>420.0</td>
<td>414.5</td>
<td>431.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V36pCNF</td>
<td>424.0</td>
<td>420.0</td>
<td>417.0</td>
<td>431.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F78pCNF</td>
<td>424.5</td>
<td>420.0</td>
<td>416.0</td>
<td>433.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
environment of sites 5, 36, and 78 was able to be effectively probed with the vibrational reporter UAA pCNF.

**X-ray crystal structure of I5pCNF Cs H-NOX**

The 1.85 Å resolution X-ray crystal structure of I5pCNF H-NOX is shown in Fig. 6 and the data collection and refinement statistics are shown in Table S1. Alignment of I5pCNF H-NOX with WT (RMSD of 1.82 Å for Cα and 2.25 Å for all atom), or the previously published I5F structure (RMSD of 0.79 Å for Cα and 1.37 Å for all atom), indicates little change in structure upon pCNF incorporation (Fig. 6A). In contrast to the I5F H-NOX structure that showed two conformers of the phenylalanine residue at site 5, the electron density surrounding the pCNF residue in the I5pCNF H-NOX structure supports a single conformation of the pCNF residue at the side of the heme pocket, corresponding to the major conformer in the I5F structure (Fig. 6B and S1†). The van der Waals surface of the I5pCNF protein is shown in grey in Fig. 6C with the van der Waals surface for V36, I5pCNF, and F78 highlighted in blue, magenta, and red, respectively, to emphasize the relative solvent accessibility of these sites.

The small RMSD of I5pCNF H-NOX with the two previous crystal structures (Fig. 6A) illustrates that pCNF is a relatively non-perturbative probe, supporting the use of the UAA to serve as an effective reporter of local solvation environment. The I5pCNF structure is in agreement with the FTLS analysis (see above) for site 5, in addition to sites 36 and 78. Specifically, the I5pCNF structure shows the solvated nature of the 36 site, as supported by the fully visible side chain of V36 (in blue), and the buried nature of the 78 site, as supported by the side chain for F78 (in red) being fully covered by the van der Waals surface of the protein (Fig. 6C). However, the partially visible I5pCNF surface (in magenta) illustrates the partially buried nature of the 5 site (Fig. 6C). In addition, the H-NOX structure with tyrosine residues substituted as close pCNF analogs at the 5, 36, and 78 sites indicated solvent accessible surface areas for each tyrosine as 49 Å², 174 Å², and 35 Å², respectively. These calculated solvent accessible surface areas also parallel the findings that the solvent accessibility of the sites probed decreased from 36 to 5 to 78. The parallel between structure and spectroscopic data emphasizes the complementarity of solution IR spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography. Notably, the FTLS analysis (Fig. 5) was able to resolve the partially buried and fully buried nature of sites 5 and 78, respectively, while the room temperature IR data alone suggested that I5pCNF and F78pCNF were in nearly identical environments. This final analysis of the local environments of site 5 is supported by both the FTLS method and the I5pCNF crystal structure determined here, illustrating the power of IR spectroscopy and protein crystallography coupled with pCNF to effectively assess local solvation environments.

**Exploring nitrile stretch dependence on ligation state**

The Soret band positions for WT, I5pCNF, V36pCNF, and F78pCNF H-NOX protein constructs for various ligation states, including unligated, and CO, NO, or O2 bound proteins are shown in Table 1. For all CO bound constructs, the Soret band position (∼420 nm) was within the resolution of the instrument. Similarly, all of the NO bound constructs had a Soret band position within the resolution of the instrument (∼420 nm). The O2 bound proteins had Soret band positions ranging from 414.5–417.0 nm. Specifically, the Soret band for the O2 bound I5pCNF construct was 414.5 nm, while the Soret band position for the other O2 bound constructs were 416–417 nm. The Soret band position of the unligated proteins ranged from 431.0–433.5 nm. The Soret band position for each unligated protein...
The nitrile stretching frequency of I5pCNF for the CO, NO, and O2 ligation states, in addition to the unligated state. The stretching frequency for V36pCNF for each of the ligation states is within the range 2233.6–2234.3 cm⁻¹. These results suggest that the nitrile group of the incorporated pCNF is fully solvated due to the similarity of these stretching frequencies with the nitrile stretch of free pCNF in aqueous buffer. This is not a surprising result, given the earlier data for the CO bound form of V36pCNF (Fig. 4) and the I5pCNF crystal structure (Fig. 6C). This data also suggests that the nitrile stretch vibrational energy of pCNF at site 36 is independent of the ligation state of the heme, which was the expected result, since site 36 is on the surface of the protein, well removed from the heme pocket (see Fig. 1 and 6C).

The nitrile stretching frequency of I5pCNF for the CO, NO and unligated forms of the protein is in the range 2229.4–2230.0 cm⁻¹. The nitrile IR absorbance band of O2 bound I5pCNF contained two components (see Tables 2 and 2S, Fig. S6†). The major component (85% of total band area) is located at 2229.3 cm⁻¹ while the minor component (15% of total band area) is located at 2238.3 cm⁻¹ (Table 2). The primary component has a frequency similar to other I5pCNF ligation states. The presence of the minor component could be the result of two conformations of pCNF at site 5 in solution. The minor component could correspond to a conformation resembling the minor conformer of phenylalanine incorporated at site 5 in the I5F H-NOX crystal structure.† In this conformation, the nitrile group would be pointed towards the heme group, providing a different environment of the nitrile group of pCNF at site 5 thus explaining the altered frequency. Alternatively, a different conformation of pCNF could be present, increasing the strength of hydrogen bonding between the solvent water molecules and the nitrile group of pCNF at site 5. However, the I5pCNF crystal structure only observes a single conformation of pCNF at site 5 (Fig. 6B), which is consistent with the 2229.3 cm⁻¹ frequency (see discussion above). Overall, these results suggest that the nitrile stretching frequency of pCNF incorporated at site 5 is not dependent upon ligation state. This result is not surprising given the position of pCNF in the I5pCNF crystal structure indicating that the nitrile group is not pointed towards the heme and is not in direct proximity to the distal gas binding site in the protein (Fig. 6B).

Lastly, the nitrile stretching frequency of F78pCNF was observed at 2230.7 and 2230.8 cm⁻¹ for the CO and NO bound protein constructs, respectively, suggesting that the local environment of the nitrile group is similar for both constructs. The nitrile stretching frequency is slightly blue shifted for the O2 bound state (2231.4 cm⁻¹), potentially suggesting an altered polarity of the heme pocket sensed by the nitrile vibrational reporter. However, this shift is within the resolution of the instrument. Similarly, the nitrile stretch vibration of the unligated form (2229.2 cm⁻¹) is slightly red-shifted from the CO and NO bound forms, possibly indicative of an altered polarity, but this shift is also within the instrument resolution. Notably, the shift between the O2 and unligated forms is outside the resolution of the instrument, suggesting a different local environment of the nitrile group in these two constructs. Thus, pCNF is
potentially serving as a reporter of the heme pocket environment at site F78, which is consistent with its location in the distal pocket of the heme (Fig. 1 and 6C). However, the geometric orientation of the nitrile group of pCNF at site 78 in H-NOX to the heme compared to the geometric orientation of pCNF incorporated at site 64 in myoglobin\(^2\) affects the magnitude of the observed shifts due to different ligation states in H-NOX.

**Table 2** Nitrile stretching frequencies of I5pCNF, V36pCNF, and F78pCNF H-NOX constructs for various ligation states, including unligated and CO, NO, or O\(_2\) bound proteins. The H-NOX proteins were dissolved in a pH 8.0 aqueous buffer solution containing 50 mM TEA and 150 mM NaCl at 25 °C. Note: The IR nitrile absorbance band for O\(_2\) bound 15pCNF yielded two components and the relative contribution of each component is given as a percentage following the component position.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>CO</th>
<th>NO</th>
<th>O(_2)</th>
<th>Unligated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I5pCNF</td>
<td>2230.0</td>
<td>2229.4</td>
<td>2229.3 (85%), 2238.3 (15%)</td>
<td>2229.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V36pCNF</td>
<td>2233.6</td>
<td>2233.5</td>
<td>2234.2</td>
<td>2234.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F78pCNF</td>
<td>2230.7</td>
<td>2230.8</td>
<td>2231.4</td>
<td>2229.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusions**

Here we have successfully incorporated the vibrational reporter unnatural amino acid pCNF individually at three sites in the heme protein H-NOX using an engineered, orthogonal tRNA synthetase in *E. coli*. The nitrile symmetric stretch frequency of pCNF was utilized to report on local hydration environments at each of the three sites in the protein under four ligation states of the heme cofactor. UV-Vis spectroscopy confirmed that each UAA containing protein construct could form the ferrous CO, NO, or O\(_2\) bound, or unligated state. The room temperature nitrile symmetric stretching frequencies of pCNF incorporated protein constructs of these various ligation states showed that sites 5 and 78 were relatively de-solvated compared to the hydrated site 36. The nitrile symmetric stretch vibration assignment was verified based upon the isotopic shift of this vibration in pCNF compared to p\(^{13}\)CNF incorporated in the protein.

To further assess the hydration state at each of the three sites, the FTLS method was utilized on each of the CO bound protein constructs. The FTLS analysis confirmed that V36pCNF is in a highly solvated environment and F78pCNF is in a buried, or solvent inaccessible, environment. F78pCNF is located in the distal pocket above the heme and this result indicates that the heme pocket is de-solvated. The FTLS analysis of I5pCNF suggests that it is in a partially buried environment where the nitrile group is involved in hydrogen bonds of moderate strength. Further, the crystal structure of pCNF incorporated at site 5 in H-NOX was determined to further correlate the observed temperature dependence of the nitrile stretching frequency to local environment. The environment of the pCNF at site 5 in the crystal structure of I5pCNF H-NOX confirmed that this site is partially buried at the side of the heme pocket, suggesting that the nitrile group could be involved in hydrogen bonding interactions with the solvent. Additionally, the nitrile stretching frequency of F78pCNF was slightly sensitive to the ligation state of the heme.
Thus temperature dependent IR spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography were effectively used in concert to assess the solvation environments in H-NOX utilizing the UAA pCNF. This combined spectroscopic and crystallographic approach is powerful methodology to probe local solvation environments in proteins, especially when used in conjunction with the vibrational reporter UAA pCNF.
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